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Video: January 6, 2021 Capitol Hill Event, See the
Footage. Police Let Them In
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***

Joe Biden was not duly elected, he was selected. He is a groomed and “reliable” politician.
He is a political instrument of the global capitalist establishment.

The January 6, 2021 was not a Coup d’Etat as claimed by the mainstream media, it was a
protest movement.

Some analysts contend that it was a False Flag. The photographic evidence presented below
confirms  that  the  demonstrators  were  allowed  into  the  Capitol  by  the  police  and  security
guards.

According to Dr. Paul Craig Roberts

“The  Democrat  &  Republican  Establishment,  CBS,  NBC,  CNN,  NPR,  NYTimes,
Washington Post, have committed the equivalent of the Reichstag Fire used by Hitler to
seize total power.  The Democrats, Republicans, Media, Security agencies all intend the
total and complete overthrow of the American people.

Tucker Carlson is the ONLY voice for truth in the entirety of the legacy media.”

US Senate & Minority Leaders Call for Suppression of Evidence That They Perpetrated an
Insurrection Hoax

Source: Fox News

Global  Research  has  compiled  several  videos  which  confirm  unequivocally  that  the  Police
facilitated the entry of demonstrators into the Capitol.
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Capitol police open doors for the protestors. They stand aside and invite them
inside. pic.twitter.com/OnSd3KGzz5

— Christina Bobb (@christina_bobb) January 8, 2021

Original Video by @marcusdipaola
Police Officer opening barrier for protestors.
Over  the  last  few  days  there  were  efforts  to  tag  this  clip  as  inconclusive.
However, slow-down and zoom-in show clearly that policeman DID open the
barrier without being attacked. pic.twitter.com/xhhFJu7QVP

— Barbara Zuber (@ZuberBa) January 9, 2021
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